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Overview
I. Law of Exponential Change

II. Continuously Compounded 
Interest

III. Newton’s Law of Cooling



I. Law of Exponential Change
Explanation: 
● Turn word problem into dy/dt format
● Use separation of variables to solve for 

y using the initial value to find C
● The equation this delivers follows the 

scheme of: y=Aert

● You can now identify your variables 
and plug them in to the equation ;



II. Continuously Compounded Interest

Explanation: 
● By using the previously found equation it is 

possible to find the final amount, initial 
value, rate, or time compounded.

y= final amount, A=initial value, r=rate, t=time



I/II.Example Problem
If $300 are invested at a bank that gives an 
interest rate of 5% compounded continuously. 
How much money will be in the account after 5 
years?
● Using the equation, plug in values:
● Answer should be: $385.208

 



III. Newton’s Law of Cooling
Explanation: 
T =Temperature at given time, Ts =Surrounding 
temperature, T0 = Initial temperature, 
k = Constant, t =Time



III. Example Problem
Sean left a bowl of ice cream in the oven and it is now 375 
degrees. It is then taken out and placed in a room at 40 degrees. 
After 5 minutes, it has a temperature of 115 degrees. How long 
will it take to reach 80?

 First, solve for the constant(k):



III. Example Problem (cotd.)
Use constant k and final temperature to solve 
for time:



TIPS! TIPS! TIPS! 
● Identify the variable you are solving for 
● Make sure you know the different times, eg 

don’t confuse months and years, remember a 
day has 24 hours, etc

● Don’t forget to find the constant first and the 
k is negative!



YOU CAN DO IT. :)


